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1. Introduction. Let ^f: C°°(M)-> C°°(M) be a formally selfadjoint differential operator of order 2 on the Riemannian manifold M. if is said to be subelliptic of order e (0 < e < 1) at x e M if there exist a neighborhood V of x and a constant c > 0 such that for all u e CQ(V), (1) \M\î^c(\(&u 9 u)\ + \\u\\ 2 ) 9 where ||u|| is the L 2 norm and ||w|| g is the Sobolev norm of order s. According to a fundamental theorem of Kohn and Nirenberg [3] , subelliptic operators are hypoelliptic and satisfy the a priori estimates (2) ||n|| s 2 +28 S C S (||JS?M|| S 2 + ||u|| 2 ), ueC%(V) 9 for each 5 ^ 0. In this note we shall display an operator on a Euclidean space which is subelliptic of order \ at each point and construct an explicit integral operator which inverts it.
2. Construction of the operator. Let N be the nilpotent Lie group whose underlying manifold is C n x R with coordinates (z l5 ..., z n , t) = (z, t) and whose group law is (z, t)(z', t') = (z + z', t + t' + 2 Im z • z') where z • z' = YA z fj-Letting z = x + ry, then, x l5 ..., x", y l5 ..., y n , t are real coordinates on N. We set The hypothesis on/can be relaxed considerably, of course. For example, the convolution integral will converge absolutely provided that /eL n+1 -£ nL n+1+e forsomee > 0.
Applications.
We shall now prove a precise regularity theorem for «3? by means of the theory of singular integrals on nilpotent groups (cf. [6] and the references given there). A singular integral kernel on Nis a function of the form Qp~2 n~2 where Q is a smooth function on N -{0} satisfying O(<5 r (z,0) = fl(z,t) for all r > 0 and S a<p(z , t)<A n(z, t)d(z, t) = 0 for all 0 < a < ,4 < oo. If \\J is a singular integral kernel, the operator ƒ-^ ƒ * ij/, the convolution integral being defined in a suitable principal-value sense, enjoys the same basic properties as Calderon-Zygmund operators on R m : it is bounded on L p , 1 < p < oo, and is weak type (1, 1 By the same reasoning, of course, we can estimate higher derivatives of u in terms of appropriate derivatives of/by shifting some of the derivatives onto ƒ in the convolution defining u. This yields a very precise interpretation of the estimates (2) as well as their extension to LP, p =£ 2 : Passage from ƒ to u gains one derivative in the T direction and two derivatives in all directions orthogonal to T.
We hope to elaborate on these ideas in a future publication.
